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This document details the progression and class details for the knight.

Knight

Description: Knights, samurai, cavaliers, templars and paladins make mighty allies, dangerous foes and must
heed their vows to the letter. These  warriors of faith  must stay  unwavering in their oaths, lest they  invite
disaster upon themselves and to those who travel with them. Adhering to a strict system of honour, these
warriors are ingrained with an unwavering sense of faith and purpose. Their blade strikes true as long as they
follow the tenets of their faith, and their hands hold power for as long as they pay heed to their vows.

                                                                                

Hit Points:  Knights gain d10 hit points at each level.

Weapon training: Knights are trained in the use of daggers, long swords, two-handed swords, clubs, maces,
warhammers, mauls, staves, spears, lances and all  weapons appropriate to their deity  (see  Worship  below).
They usually employ the heaviest armour they can afford and are masters of mounted combat.
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Alignment:  Cults and churches of all  alignments train  warriors to follow  their  rules. Lawful  knights are
defenders and vanguards of the weak; neutral  knights force order into an unruly  world; chaotic knights
subjugate those below into following the commands of their deity. 

Leadership: Knights are trained to lead the throngs of their deity. They can use their level as a bonus to any
leadership roll (i.e. they roll leadership with action die + Personality modifier + level). Additionally, all of their
henchmen use the knight’s leadership bonus on morale checks as well.

Mounted combat:  Knights excercise mounted  combat,  and  have additional  abilities  when  handling  their
mounts. They roll all skill checks related to mounted battle on +1d, use the best initiative roll between mount
and rider and gain a +2 bonus to AC and attack rolls.

Worship: All knights have an intimate relationship with their god, as represented by their abilities. A knight
has all the weapon proficiencies of a cleric of the same faith, as well as any of the bonuses and restrictions
provided by the deity1.

Trained into the faith:  The training given to knights varies much by  alignment. The vanguard of lawful
deities are clad in shining armour, ready to rescue the meek. Deities of balance teach their warriors vengeance
and order, training them to smite the unworthy. The rare templars of chaos are able to bring discord into the
ranks of even the most faithful of challengers. A knight’s skills vary based on their alignment.

Combat indoctrination by alignment:  Knights  have  varied  combat  abilities  depending  on  their
alignment.

LAW:  Lawful  knights  are  the  bulwarks  between  the  meek  and  the  encroaching  horrors
beyond. They have the Sword and board ability as dwarves (DCC rulebook pg. 52), giving them
an additional d14 die for attacks.
BALANCE: Neutral knights are trained to seek out and destroy those who threaten the grand
order of balance. They are trained in the use of heavy weaponry: they may roll initiative rolls
on a d20 instead of a d16 when using two-handed weaponry, and roll all damage rolls with
such weapons on +1d.
CHAOS:  Chaotic  knights  are  brutal  fighters,  able  to  cut  a  bloody  swathe  through  their
opposition. Chaotic knights are skilled  at  fighting  with  two weapons,  and  have the  Two-
weapon fighting ability as halflings (DCC rulebook pg. 60).

1 All of the knights abilities and bonuses are dependent on their deity. This is something that the Judge must remember when 
adjudicating any and all actions of the knight.
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Divine gifts by alignment: Knights receive varied gifts from the gods in return for their piety. Spell
checks for these abilities are rolled as d20 + knight level + Personality  modifier, except for the turn
unholy ability of neutral clerics which also adds the Luck modifier. Note that this does not make the
knight a caster class: their divine gift is the only spell-ability available to them. Knights do not use the
disapproval rules as described in the DCC rulebook: these effects are replaced by the disgrace system
(see Disgrace below).

LAW: Lawful knights can channel divine power into healing. They  have the  lay on  hands
ability as clerics (DCC rulebook pg. 30).
BALANCE: Neutral knights can use divine virtue to repel the unholy. They  have the  turn
unholy ability (DCC rulebook pg. 96) as neutral clerics.
CHAOS: Chaotic knights can use their divine ability to compel and control others. They can
use the Word of Command  spell (DCC rulebook pg. 268) to control others.

Divine aid: Knights are able to leverage their piety to beseech their deity for divine intervention (as clerics,
DCC rulebook pg. 31).

Holy oaths and the oath die: As part of their training knights swear a holy oath and consequently get access to
an oath die. The oath die functions as the warrior’s deed die (DCC rulebook pg. 42), with the addition that it
can be used on all rolls, not just attack rolls.  The knight has access to the oath die when they are fulfilling the
conditions  of their  oath,  as described  below. Judges are encouraged  to come up  with  their  own  oaths  in
addition to those described here. 

Oath of the Inquisitor: ”Suffer not the foul, the infidel, the abomination.”
Oath die can be accessed when combating things unholy to the knights faith and when combating
foes of opposite alignment.  

Oath of the Challenger: ”Regardless of the odds, fight with the entirety your power and give your all.”
Oath  die  can  be  accessed  when  facing  insurmountable  odds,  such  as  overwhelming  numbers  or
creatures of exceptional HD (at least twice that of the knight).

Oath of the Bulwark: ”Protect the meek, shield them from harm, never falter.”
Oath die can be used when protecting those of the same alignment or things holy to their faith.

Oath of the Gallant: ”Serve those who deserve it, use your power as they command.”
Oath die can be used while in the service of a noble, or when acting on the commands of those who are
worthy in the eyes of their faith.

Oath of the Vanguard: ”Lead well, so that those who follow may learn from your example.”
Oath die is in use while leading others.

Oath of the Black Knight: ”Never surrender, never give up, it’s just a flesh wound.”
Oath die is in use when hit points are at half value or less.
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Disgrace: Similar to the disapproval of clerics, knights are evaluated constantly by their deity, and they follow
a strict code of honour. When rolling checks for divine gifts, divine aid or using the oath die for any roll, each
roll of 1 (from an action die or an oath die) or an action die roll within the knight’s disgrace range triggers a
disgrace check using the table below (Table A), and increases the knight’s disgrace range by 1. Disgrace only
resets when all of the conditions caused by   disgrace effects have been resolved. Additionally, the Judge may
increase the knight’s disgrace level and force a disgrace check when the knight acts in a fashion contrary to
their oaths or alignment.

TABLE A: Knight’s disgrace effects

D5 + 
Disgrace level

Effect

1
Abasement: The knight suffers from their misdeeds, and must ask for redemption. They must
spend a full day in prayer and contemplation to reset their disgrace level.

2
Stigma:  The knight regrets their choices and their actions. They must redeem themselves by
engaging in extended ritual prayer for a duration of at least 1 week. Their disapproval only
resets once they complete this action.

3
Reproach: The knight has asked much of their faith, and must redeem their value. Their
disgrace only  resets when they  have donated 40% of their net worth in gold pieces to the
advancement of their faith.

4
Humiliation: The knight loses their confidence, and must treat all people and creatures of the
same alignment  or faith  as their  superiors. They  regain  their  composure once they  have
completed a simple task for their god.

5
Shame: The knight is shamed in the eyes of their deity. They lose access to any bonus abilities
granted by their faith and cannot ask for divine aid until they complete a redeeming task for
their deity.

6
Hesitation: Even the animals can sense the knight’s uncertainty. They lose their bonuses to
mounted combat and only regain them after completing a challenging task for their deity.

7
Derision:  The knight has blemishes upon their honour. They  lose their leadership bonuses
until they complete a difficult task for their deity.

8
Self-doubt!: The knight begins to doubt their value and their training. They lose the benefits
of their indoctrinated weapon specialty and may only regain access to them after going on a
quest.

9
Disfavour!:  The knight loses the gifts of their deity temporarily due to their disgrace. They
lose access to the divine gift granted by their deity, and must go on a fateful quest to regain
the favour of their faith.

10
Oathbreaker!:  The knight’s faithfulness to their oath is under question. They  lose access to
their oath die until they complete a personal quest to recover their honour.

11 Infamy!: The knight has failed in the face of their god. They lose all abilities granted by their
class,  and  can  only  access  them  again  after  succeeding  in  an  extended  quest  to  redeem
themselves.
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Languages: Knights always know their alignment tongue in addition to common. Additionally, upon reaching
1st  level  a  knight  learns  an  additional  language  per  point  of  intelligence  modifier;  roll  any  additional
languages from the warrior list (DCC rulebook pg. 441).

Action dice: Knights may use their action dice for attack rolls, skill checks and divine gift rolls.

TABLE B: Knight advancement

Level Attack Oath die Crit die / table Action die Ref Fort Will

1 +1 +d4 1d8/III 1d20 +0 +1 +1

2 +1 +d5 1d10/III 1d20 +1 +1 +1

3 +2 +d6 1d12/III 1d20 +1 +1 +2

4 +2 +d7 1d14/III 1d20 +1 +2 +2

5 +3 +d8 1d16/IV 1d20 +2 +2 +3

6 +4 +d10 1d20/IV 1d20+1d14 +2 +2 +4

7 +5 +d12 1d24/IV 1d20+1d14 +2 +3 +4

8 +6 +d12+1 1d30/IV 1d20+1d16 +3 +3 +5

9 +7 +d12+2 1d30/V 1d20+1d16 +3 +4 +5

10 +8 +d12+3 2d20/V 1d20+1d20 +3 +5 +6

Titles: The titles of knights reflect the rules and tenets of their faith and the specifics set by their order. 
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